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Science School for elementary school students

e have four kinds of subjects on the science and math course: SS(Super Science)Ⅰ~Ⅲ .

On that day, freshmen doing the science and math course worked as a teacher and taught

elementary school students each topic as you see on the chart below. Freshmen separated into

groups and each student was in charge of four courses, Math, Physics, Chemistry, and Biology.

Course and Theme

Math About a Measure and a Multiple

Physics Feel The Force of Air

Chemistry Make Sparklers without Powder by hand

Biology Observe Cells through a Microscope

On November 5th and 11th, we held the Science School. On the first time, 102 students of

Hisumi Elementary School visited us and on the second, 50 students of Shindo Elementary School

and 19 students of Kujiranami Elementary School joined this program.

◆Comments from school children◆

・I’m so glad to see cells. I’m amazed that human beings have such cells. ・I could learn new things.

・Seniors explained the process to us thoroughly, so it was easy to understand and fun. I want to try some at home.

・I don’t like the divisors so much, but I can understand easily when I use the cards that seniors made.

・At first, I was wondering whether the small sparklers made by Japanese paper will work properly or not, but

I’m so impressed with the flash of the small sparklers.

・I learned that a ball blown by the blower obliquely to the lower of it could waft in the air. I was having fun

playing with the air.

・All activities are interesting for me and I want to study science much harder from now on.

◆Comments from 1-1 students◆

・I learned that it was difficult to teach things to someone.

・Seeing is believing. Students could get more understanding by showing the materials and using them by

themselves than only conveying verbally.

・We could get the communication skills with others.

・I realized that I could explain things to students only when I could understand how to do it.

We will report “The Chemical Experiment in English” in the next issue.


